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Abstract Artificial recharge of groundwater is achieved 
by putting surface water in basins. furrows, ditches, or 
other facilities where it infiltrates into the soil and moves 
downward to recharge aquifers. Artificial recharge is 
increasingly used for short- or long-term underground 
storage. where it has several advantages over surface 
storage, and in water reuse. Artificial recharge requires 
permeable surface soils. Where these are not available, 
trenches or shafts in the unsaturated zone can be used. or 
water can be directly injcctcd into aquifers through 
wells. To design a system for artificial recharge of 
groundwater, infiltration rates of the soil must be deter- 
mined and the unsaturated zone between land surface 
and the aquifer must be checked for adequate pcrmeabil- 
ity and absence of polluted areas. The aquifer should bc 
suficicntl>~ transrnissivc to avoid excessive buildup of 
groundwater mounds. Knowledge of thesc conditions 
requires field investigations and, if no fatal flaws are de- 
tected, test basins to predict system performance. Water- 
quality issues must be evaluated. especially with respect 
to formation of clogging layers on basin bottoms or other 
infiltration surfaces, and to geochemical reactions in 
the aquifer. Clogging layers are managed by desilting or 
othcr pretreatment of the water, and by remedial tech- 
niquei in the infiltration system. such as drying, scrap- 
ing, disking, ripping; or other tillage. Rechzpe wclls 
should be pumped periodically to backwash clogging 
layers. Electronic s~~pplemcntary material to this paper 
can be obtained by using the Springer LINK server 
ocated at http:i/dx.doi.org' IO.l007!'s10040-001-0 187-4. 
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RCsumC La recharge artificielle des nappes est rkilis&c 
a partir d'eau de surface dans des bassins, des tranc!??~:. 
des fosses et d'autres dispositifs ou I'cau s'intiltre dans 
le sol et s'ecoule vers le bas pour recharger les aquiferes. 
La recharge artificielle est utilisee de plus en plus pour 
stocker I'eau soutmaine a court et i long terme. la ou 
cela prCsente des avantages sur le stockape d'eaux de 
surface. et pour le recyclagc des eaux usdes. La recharge 
artificielle neccssite des sols permtables en surface. 
Lorsque cc n'cst pas le cas, on peut utiliscr des tranchecs 
ou des puits dans la zone non saturee, ou bien on peut in- 
jecter directement I'eau dans lcs aquifkres a partir de 
puits. Pour realiser un systkme destine ii la recharge arti- 
ficielle de nappe, les taux d'infiltration du sol doivent 
etre dC.terminCs et on doit contr6ler que la zone non satu- 
rdc entre la surface et I'aquifkre prksentc une permeabili- 
te adtquate et ne possi.de pas dc zones pollutes. L'aquif- 
ere doit i-tre suffisammcnt transmissif afin d'dviter I'ap- 
parition rlc domes pidzomi.tsicli~cs cxcessifs. La connais- 
sancc de ces conditions ntcessite dos etudes de terrain ct, 
si aucun defaut fatal n'est detect&- des bassins tests pour 
pr&voir lcs performances du systkme. La qualit6 des caux 
introduites doit ttrc tvalude. en pal-ticulier en ce qui con- 
ccrnc la formation de colmatages au fond dcs bassins ou 
d'autrcs dispositifs d'infiltration, ainsi quc les r&actions 
peochimiques au sein de I'aquifcre. Les colmatages sont 
CvitCs par decantation ou par un autre prk-traitenlent dc 
I'eau. ct par dcs techniques d'cntretien du S ~ S ~ C I T I C  d'in- 
filtration, comme lc  sichagel It: raclage: le passage de 
disques, de  herse ou d'autres instruments de labour. Les 
puits de recharge doivcnt etrc pomptis pCriodiquerncnt 
pour les decolniater. 

Resumen La recarga artificial dc acuiferos consiste cn 
disponcr agua superficial en balsas. surcos. zanjas o 
cualquier otro tipo de dispositivo, desde dondc se infiltra 

cC1 Springer-Verlag 2002 y alcarlza el ac"ifcro. La recarga artificial expcrimenta 
un uso creciente para almacenar agua a corto o largo 
plazo. ya quc presenta tiarias ventajas con rcspecto al 
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perficie del terrcno y el acuifero tiene una penneabilidad 
adecuada. y que no existe zonas contaminadas. El acuife- 
ro debe ser suficientemente transmisivo para evitar un 
ascenso excesivo del ni\:el piezomttrico. El conocimien- 
to de estas condiciones requiere investigaciones de cam- 
po )... si no se detecta inconvenientes graves, ensayos con 
balsas para predecir el rendimiento del sistema. Los as- 
pectos de calidad del agua tambiCn han de ser ev-aluados: 
especialmente en lo que respecta a la formation de capas 
colmatantes en el fondo de las balsas 11 otras superficies 
de infiltracion y a las reacciones geoquimicas en el acui- 
fero. Las capas colmatantes se pueden evitar mediante 
el filtrado u otros pretratamientos del agua, asi como 
mediante la restauracion de la capacidad de infiltracion 
del sistcma con tdcnicas como el secado, retirada, Iijado; 
escarificado u otras ticnicas de roturacion. Los pozos de 
reearga debun ser bombeados periodicamente para des- 
prender los materiales colmatantes. 

Keywords Artiticial recharge - Groundwater 
management - Groundwater recharge . Unsaturated zone 
Water rcuse 

Introduction 

Artificial recharge systems are engineered systems 
wllcre surface water is put on or  in the ground for infil- 
tration and subsequent movement to aquifers to augment 
groundwater resources (Fig. 1). Other objectives of arti- 
ficial recharge are to reduce seawater intrusion or land 
subsidence. to store water: to improve the quality of thc 
water through soil-aquifer treatment or gcopurification. 
to use aquifers as water conveyance systems, and to 
make groundwater out of surface water ivhere ground- 
water is traditionally preferred over surface water for 
drinking. Infiltration and artificial recharge are achieved 
by ponding or flotving water on the soil surface with ba- 
sins: furrows, ditches, ctc. (Figs. 1 and 2); by placing it 
in infiltration trenches, shafts, or wells in the vadose 
zone (Fig. 3); or by placing it in wells for direct injection 
into the aquifer. Other forms of groundwater recharge in- 
clude natural, enhanced, induced, and incidental re- 
charge. 

Natural recharge is how natural (meteoric) ground- 
water is formed as the difference between water inputs 
into the soil (precipitation and infiltration from streams, 
lakes, or other natural water bodies) and outputs (cvapo- 
transpiration plus runoff). Natural recharge is typically 
about 30-500/; of precipitation in tcmpcrate humid cli- 
mates, 10-20% of precipitation in .Mediterranean type 
climates, and about 0-276 of precipitation in dry climates 
(Bouwer 1989. 2000c, and rcfcrcnces thcrcin; Tylcr et al. 
1996). Natural recharge rates are reflected by ground- 
water ages, which vary from a few hours or days in wct- 
weather springs or very shallow groundwater in high 
rainfall areas, to tens of thousands of years or more in 
dry climates with deep groundwater levels (Tyler et al. 
1996) or in confined aquifers at considerable distances 

W A T E R  TABLE 

AQUIFER 

Fig. 1 Section through a typical groundwater recharge systcm 
with infiltration basin and groundwater mound below the basin 

Fig. 2 Plan vicws of 111-channel infiltration systems with 10% 
weirs in narrow, steep channel (upper leji); bigger dams in  wide^, 
morc gently sloping channel (upper right); and T-levees in widc, 
flat channels (bottom) 

Fig. 3 Sections showing vadose-zone recharge well (Iefr) wlth 
sand or gravel fill and perforated supply pipe; and recharge trench 
(right) with sand or gravel fill, supply pipe on top of fill, and 
cover. .4r.roiv.s represent downward flow in wetted zone with hy- 
draulic conductivity K 

from their outcrops where they are recharged. Ground- 
water is an extremely important water resource, for it 
eompriscs more than 98% of all thc world's liquid frcsh 
water (Bouwer 1978, and references therein). 

Enhanced recharge consists mainly of  vegetation 
manageme~it to replace dccp-rooted vegetation by shal- 
low-rooted vegetation or bare soil, or by changing to 
plants that intercept less precipitation with their foliage. 
thus increasing the amount of water that reaches the soil. 
In wooded areas: this is achieved. for cxample. by re- 
placing conifers with deciduous trees (Querner 2000). 
Induced recharge is achieved by placing wells relatively 
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close to streams or rivers, so that more river water is 
"pulled" into the aquifer as water tables near the streams 
are lowered by pumping the wells. The main objective of 
these -'bank filtration'' systems is often to get pretreat- 
ment of the river water as it moves through the riker-hot- 
tom materials and the aquifers before it is pumped up for 
conventional drinking-water treatment and public water 
supply. Bank filtration is used particularly where river 
water is contaminated or where the public prefers 
groundwater over surface water (Kiihn 1999). 

Incidental recharge is caused by human activities that 
are not intended for recharge of groundwater as such. 
These activities include sewage disposal by septic-tank 
leach fields or cesspits, and drainage or deep percolation 
fiom irrigated fields. Such drainage of irrigation water is 
necessary to prevent salt accumulation in the root zone. 
In dry climates, drainage is achieved by applying more 
irrigation water than needed for crop water use (evapo- 
transpiration or consumptive use). Because the salts and 
other chemicals in the irrigation water rue then leached 
out of the root zone with much less water than the iniga- 
tion water applied, the salt content in the leaching or 
drainage water is much higher than in the irrigation lva- 
ter itself. This condition, as well as the presence of agri- 
cultural and other chemicals in the deep-percolation wa- 
ter f i o ~ n  irrigated fields; degrades the quality of the un- 
derlying groundwater (Bouwcr ct al. 1999a; Bouwer 
2000b). 

Another form of incidental recharge is obtained with 
urbanization, where most of the land is covered with 
streets. driveways. roofs, and other ilnpcrmeable sur- 
faces that produce more runoff and have much less 
evapotranspiration than the natural surfaces. This re- 
cha~gc  could be significant in semi-arid areas. where rain 
typically falls in small amounts that do not penetrate the 
soil very deeply. so that most of the watcr evaporates. 
With urbanization. however. Inore runoff is PI-oduccd. 
which can be collected for on-site storage and artificial 
recharge, or it flows naturally to ephemeral streams 
where it infiltrates into the soil and moves down to the 
groundwater (Lenler 2002). 

Artificial recharge is expected to become increasingly 
necessary in the filture as growing populations require 
more water, and as more storage of water is needed to 
save water in times of water surplus for use in times of 
water shortage. The traditional way of storing water has 
been with dams. However. good dam sites are becoming 
scarce. In addition, dams have various disadvantages, 
such as evaporation losses (about 2 m'year in warm. dry 
clirnatcs); sediment accumulation; potential of structural 
failure; increased malaria, schistosomiasis, and other 
human diseases; and adverse ecological. environmental. 
and socio-cultural effects (Devine 1995; Knoppcrs and 
van Hulst 199 5 ;  Pearce 1992). New dams are often more 
and more difficult to build because of high cost and pub- 
lic opposition. Consideration is being given to destroy- 
ing some darns, which is no easy task, especially if they 
are fairly large and have a lot of appurtenances like 
water intakes, shore developments, etc. (Tatro 1999). 

Dams interfere with the river ecology and can flood sen- 
sitive areas (cultural. religious. archeological. environ- 
mental. recreational. scenic, etc.). People living on the 
resenoir area of new dams have to relocate. Dams are 
not sustainable because eventually most, if not all, silt 
up, and because of evaporation they are not effective for 
long-term storage of watcr (years or decades). Such 
long-tenn storage might become increasingly necessary 
as increases of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gas- 
es in the atmosphere cause global climatic changes that 
increase the probability of extremes in weather. such as 
more frequent droughts and excessive ram. These condi- 
tions. along with increasing populations. increase the 
need for storing excess water in wet periods to meet 
water demands in dry periods. 

Underground storage via artificial recharge has the 
advantage of essentially zero evaporation from the aqui- 
fer. Often economic and other aspects of recharge arc 
also favorable. For these reasons. the practice of artifi- 
cial rccharge is rapidly increasing in many parts of the 
world. These aspects are discussed by Asano ( 1  985) and 
in the proceedings of international recharge symposia 
that wcre held in California in 1988. in Florida in 1994 
(proceedings of both symposia arc available from the 
American Society of Civil Engineers in Reston: Virginia, 
USA), and in Amsterdam in 1998 (Peters 1998). The 
next international symposium on this topic is planned for 
Adelaide: Australia, in 2002. 

Water sources for artiticial recharge include water 
from perennial or inte~mittent streams that might or 
might not be regulated 16.ith darns: storm runoff (includ- 
ing from urban areas); aqueducts 01- other watcr-convey- 
ance facilities, irrigation districts. drinking-water treat- 
ment plants. and sewage-treatment plants. Artificial re- 
charge of groundwater is espected to play an increasing- 
ly important role in watcr reuse: because it gives "soil- 
aquifer treatment," or geopurification of the effluent as it 
moves through soils and aquifers. Recharge also eliml- 
nates the undesired pipe-to-pipe or "toilet-to-tap" con- 
nection between the sewage-treatment plant and thc 
water-supply system where municipal wastc water is 
used to augment drinking-water supplies. This factor 
makes potable-water reuse aesthetically much more 
acceptable to the public. Recharge also makes water 
reuse possible where religious taboos exist against cer- 
tain direct uses of "unclean" watcr. as in Islamic coun- 
tries (Ishaq and Khan 1997; Warner 2000). and in New 
Zealand, where the Maoris require wastes to pass 
through soil before they enter streams or lakes. 

Of all the water in the world. ?7?4 is salt water in the 
occans (Bouwer 1978. and references therein). Of the re- 
maining fiesh water. two-thirds is in the form of ice in 
arctic and mountainous regions. Of the remaining liquid 
fresh water. less than 2°/0 is surface water in streams and 
lakes, and much of that is fed by groundwater. Morc than 
9Xa/i of the world's liquid fi-esh water thus is ground- 
water. Not only is groundwatrr the dominant water re- 
source, aquifers also offer vast opportunities for under- 
pound  storage of water. 
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Artificial Recharge Systems 

Surface Infiltration 
Surface infiltration systems for artificial recharge are 
div~ded into in-channel and off-channel systems. In- 
channel systems consist of dams placed across ephemer- 
al or perennial streams to back the water up and spread it 
out. thus increasing the wetted area of the streambed or 
floodplain so that more water infiltrates into the pound 
and moves down to the groundwate~ (Fig. 2). Some 
dams consist of low weirs spaced a small distance apart; 
others are larger dams spaced a greater distance apart 
(Fig. 2, top). The larger dams otien need considerable 
spillway capacity to pass large flows. Sometimes they 
have a sacrificial section that washes out during high 
flows and is replaced when the flood danger is over. 
Steel weirs. earth dams, concrete dams, or inflatable rub- 
ber dams are used. The latter are injected with water or 
air; air is generally preferred. Air pressures are relatively 
low (about 10 psig, or 1.5 kPa). When inflated, some wa- 
ter can spill over the d a m  but for the big floods they are 
deflated to lie flat on their foundation. Where channels 
have small slopes and water depths, water is spread over 
the entire width of the channel or floodplain by placing 
T- or L-shaped earthen levees about I rn high in the 
channel (Fig. 2. bottom). These levees are pushed up by 
bulldozers using natural streambed sands. \%en the 
levees are washed out by high flo\\-s, they are restored by 
the bulldozers. Off-channcl surface recharge systems 
consist of specially constructed infiltration basins 
(Fig. 1 j, lagoons, old gravcl pits. flood-irrigated fields. 
perforated pipes. or any other facility where water is put 
or spread on the ground for infiltration into the soil and 
movement to underlying groundwater. 

Water sources for in- and off-channel recharge sys- 
tems should be of adequate quality to prevent undue 
clogging of the infiltrating surface by deposition and ac- 
cumulation of suspended solids (sediment, algae, and 
sludge); by formation of biofilms and biomass on and in 
the soil; by precipitation of calcium carbonate or other 
salts on and in the soil; and by formation of gases that 
stay entrapped in the soil, whcre they block pores and re- 
duce the hydraulic conducti\city. Ciases sometimes also 
accumulate under the clogging layer, where they form a 
vanor bamer to downward tlow. One source of these 
gases is dissolved air in the infiltrated water. The air 
goes out of the solution: 

1 .  as the water pressure drops from a pressure head 
equal to the water depth above the soil surface to a 
negative pressure head in the unsaturated zone below 
the clogging layer; or 

2. where the soil or aquifer is warmer than the infiltrat- 
ing water itself. 

Also. gases are fonned by microbiological activity in the 
soil, such as nitrogen gas produced by deniw-fication and 
methane produced by methanosarcina and other metha- 
nogens in the Archeabacteria group. 

Clogging of the infiltrating surface and resulting re- 
ductions in infiltration rates are the bane of all artificial 
recharge systems (Baveye et al. 1998; Rouwer et al. 
2001; Rouwer and Rice 2001). Pretreatment of the water 
to reduce suspended solids. nutrients, and organic car- 
bon. and regular drying of the system to enable drying 
and cracking of the clogging layer and physical removal 
of the clogging layer might be necessary to ininilnke 
clogging effects. However. even when suspended solids. 
nutrients, and organic carbon are mostly removed from 
the water. clogging still is likely to occur because of mi- 
crobiological growth on the infiltrating surface (Baveye 
et al. 199R). For example, such cloggings have been ob- 
served in laboratory infiltration studies in the dark with 
high-quality tap water (Rouwer and Rice 2001). 

Surface infiltration systems normally require perme- 
able surface soils to get high infiltration rates and to 
minimize land requirements. Whcre penneable soils 
occur deeper down and the less per~neable ovehul-den is 
not very thick. the overburden can be removed so that 
the basin bottom is in the more permeable material. Va- 
dose zones should be free from layers of clay or other 
fine-textured materials that unduly restrict downward 
flow and form perched ground\\~ater that waterlogs the 
recharge area and reduces infiltration rates. Perched 
water can also form on aquitards where aquifers are 
semi-confined. Aquifcrs should be unconfined and suffi- 
ciently transmissive to accommodate lateral flow of the 
infiltrated water away from the recharge area without 
fonning high groundwater mounds that interfere with the 
infiltration pr-ocess. Also. soils. vadose zones. and aqui- 
fers should be free fro111 undesirable contaminants that 
can be transported by the water and move to aquifers or 
other areas whcre they are not wanted. 

Vadose-Zone Infiltration 
Where sufficierltly penneable soils and/or sufficient land 
areas for surface infiltration systems arc not availablc. 
groundwater recharge can also be achieved with vertical 
infiltration systems, such as trenches or wells in the 
vadose zone. Recharge trenches are dug with a backhoe 
and are typically less than about 1 m wide and up to 
about 5 In deep (Fig. 3). They are backfilled with coarsc 
sand or fine gravel. Water normally is applied through a 
perforated pipeline on the surface of the backfill. and the 
trench is col~ered to blend in with the surroundings. For 
example, a layer of topsoil for grass or other plantings is 
placed on top of the backfill to blend in with landscap- 
ing, or concrete slabs or othcr paving are added where 
the area is paved. Sand-filled ditches havc been tested in 
agricultural areas in Jordan to intercept surface runoff for 
deeper infiltration into thc vadose zone (Abu-Zreig et al. 
2000). 

Vadose-zone ivells (also called recharge shafts or dry 
wells) are normally installed with a bucket auger, and 
they are about I m in diameter and as much as 60 m 
deep (Fig. 3) .  The wells arc also backfilled with coarse 
sand or fine gravel. Water is normally applied through a 
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perforated or screened pipe in the center. Free-falling 
watei- in this pipe should be avoided to avoid air entrain- 
ment in the water and formation of entrapped air in the 
backfill and the soil around the vadose-zone well. To do 
this. water is supplied through a smaller pipe inside the 
screened or perforated pipe that extends to a safe dis- 
tance below the water level in the well. Pipes with vari- 
ous diameters also can be installed. Water is then applied 
through the pipe that gives sufficient head loss to avoid 
free-falling water. Also. a special orifice type of valve 
can be placed at the bottom of the supply pipe that can 
be adjusted to restrict the flow enough to avoid fiee-fall- 
ing water. 

One is to minilnix clogging of  the 
interface: and the other is to protect the 

uality of the water in the aquifer, especially where it is 
umped by other wells in the aquifer for potable uses. 1 

Whi-e  groundwater is not used f o r  drinking. water of 
lower quality can be injected into the aquifer. For exam- 
ple. in Australia stormwater runoff and treated municipal 
waste-water effluent are injected into brackish aquifers 
to produce water for inigation by pumping from the 
same \veils. Clogging is then alleviated by a combination 
of low-cost water treatment and well redevelopment, and 
groundwater quality is protected for its declared benefi- 
cial uses (Dillon and Pavelic 1996: Dillon et al. 1997). - 

The main advantage of recharge trenches or wells in / These aquifer storage and recovery operations have been 
the vadose zone is that they are relatively inexpensive. j successfully going on since 1993 in South Australia, and 
The disadvantage is that eventually they clog up at their\ the number and size of the projects are expanding. using 
infiltrating surface because of accumulation of suspend- I limestone, tiactured rock. and alluvial aquifers. 
ed soils and'or biomass. Because they are in the vadose Unconsolidated aquifers tend to be relatively coarse 

I zone, they cannot be pumped for "backwashing" the \ textured (sands and Gavels) and are saturated; these ma- 
( clogging layer, or redeveloped or  cleaned to restore infil- t terials do not give the same quality improvement of the 

t f tration rates. To minimize clogging, the water should be ; recharge water as the finer-textured: unsaturated soils be- 
pretreatcd to remove suspended - solids. For recharge 
trenches, pretreatment is accomplished in the trench 
itself by placing a sand filter with possibly a geotextile 
filter fabric on top of the backtill. Where this would re- 
duce the flow into the backfill too much, the recharge 
trench could br: widened at the top to create a T-trench 
with a larger filter area than the surface area of the 

i trench itself. Economically. the choice is between pre- 

1 low surface and vadose-zone infiltration systems. Also, 
the water used for well injection in the USA is often 

! chlorinated and has a chlorine residual of about 0.5 mdl i 
:\\!hen it goes into the recharge well. Thus, whereas sec- 
1 ondary sewage effluent can readily be used in surface in- 
! filtration systems for soil-aquifer trcatmcnt and eventual 
: potable reuse: effluent for well injection should at least 

receive tei t ia~y treatment (sand filtration and chlorina- 
I treatment to extend the usefill life of the trench or tion). This treatment removes remaining suspended sol- ! vadose-zone well. and constructing n e a  ones. The old : ids and protozoa. like giardia. and c~yptospondiun, and 
f trenches or wells can then be abandoned, or they can parasites, like helminth c g s ,  by filtration; and bactci-ia 
\ continlie to be used to take advantage of whatever and viruses by chlorinatibn, ultra violet irradiation, or 
\ residual recharge they still give. If the clogging is pre- other disinfection. In the USA the tertiary effluent is of- 

i dominantly organic, some recovery in infiltration capac- . ten tilrther PI-ocessed with membrane filtration (microfil- 
ity might be achieved by very long drying or "resting" j tration and reverse osmosis) to removc any pathogens 

1 periods. perhaps on the order of a year or so. I that might have escaped the tertiary treatment. and also 
nitrogen. phosphorus. organic carbon. and other chemi- 
cals. I)issolved salts also are almost completely re- 

Wells moved. With all these removals. clogging problems still 
Dircct recharge or  inJection wells are used wherc pcrme- commonly occur when this water 1s-uskd for ground- 
able soils andior suflicient land area for surface infiltra- water recharge through wells. Geochemical compatibili- 
tion are not available, vadose zones arc not suitable for ty behv-een the recharge watcr and the existing ground- 
trenches or wells, and aquifers are deep and;or confined. 
Truly confined aquifers might still be rechargeable, be- 
cause such aquifers accept and yield water by expansion 
and compression of the aquifer itself and, particularly, of 
interbedded clay layers and aquitards that are more com- 
pressible than the sands and gravels or consolidated ma- 
tcrials of the aquifer. However. excessive compressioli of 
aquifer inaterials by overpumping is mostly irreversible 

water (carbonate precipitation, iron hydroxide formation, 
mobilization of mineral chemicals, etc.) must also be 
considered. In Australia, where stormwater has been sea- 
sonally injected into aquifers, pathogen attenuation rates 
in aquifers are adequate for imgation use and generally 
also meet local requirements for potable use of recovered 
watcr (Dillon and Pavelic 1996). 

Although clogged recharge wells can be redeveloped 
~ - 

(Rouwer 1978. and references therein). Recharge might and rehabilitated k i th  conventional techniques. a better 
also be possible through semi-eonfining layers. How- approach is to prevent scrious clogging by frequent 
ever. this situation creates quality deterioration in the pumping of the well, for example, about 15 min of 
lower aquifer if the groundwater above the acluitard is of pumping once. twice, or three times per day. This fre- 
low quality due to imgation. septic-tank leach fields. and quent "backwashing" of the clogging layer, which. of 
other incidental recharges. course, requires a dedicated pump in the well. olien pre- 

b In the USA, the water used for \\;ell injection is usual- vents serious clogging. '4s a matter of fact. the fieqiient I ly treated to meet drinking-water quality standards for backwashing might eliminate the need for mcmbrane 
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- -  - .... 
- - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - -  filtration. In one project near Phoenix, Arizona, USA, - - _  _ _ - _ -  

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
for example. well recharge with sewage effluent after 
primary and secondary treatment, nitrification-denit~ifi- 
cation, filtration, and UV disinfection has shown no 
signs of clogging in the three years of operation of 
recharge wells that ivere pumped for about 30 niin three ., 
times a day (Fred Goldman. GTA Engineering. Inc., / I I 

Phoenix, AZ: personal com~unicat ion 2001). Similarly - I  I- 

1 . 0.. - I I 

in Australia, the redevelopment is tuned to the sedimcnt - 1  I -  
I I 

and organic loading of the well with very positive results 
(Dillon and Pavelic 1996). Thus. frequent pumping of in- - 1 I I 

I I jection wells might be more effective than membrane fil- I I 
- tration treatment of the water to prevent well clogging. - *-.-.. 

- - 

/ I ;  \- 
/ I I --,, 

Combination Systems I u 
Whenever possible. surface inf-$~f~.~n-qsterns . .. ,- are pre- ! 

i Fig. 4 Sections showing surface iniiltration systems with restrict- 
ferred. because they G E F 5 e  best o ~ ~ ~ n ~ G " f o r  dog- /  ing laya (hatchPh and pched ppUndwaler draining to uncon- 
ging control and the best soil-aquifer treatment if qualiq tined aquifer with trench ( l . f t ) ,  vadose-zone well (center), and 

i improvement of the water is of importance. If permeable' aquifer well (right) 
soils occur at the ground surface or within excavatabl 
dcpth, thc water can directly move into the coarse soils i However, where deeper fine-textured layers significantly of soil, . hy~ogGQ~agy,  and \\..atel . . . . . . . . restrict the downward movement of the ~vater to the quality.Thei<l&n rule in recharge is to sta*,. 
aquifer. and pcrchcd groundwater rises too high, surface Gaii. learn as you go. alld expand as needed. 
infiltration can still bc used if vertical infiltration sys- 
tems are installed through the restricting layer (Fig. 4). 
The upper parts of the systems then function as drainage Design and Management 
systems of the perched groundwater. while the lolver 
parts function as systems for infiltration and recharge of /nfiltration Rates 
the aquifer. If the bottom of the restricting layer is not Surface infiltration systems require permeable soils and 
too deep (less than -3 m. for example), trenches can be vadose zones to get tllc into the ground and to the 
used to drain the perched water and send it down to the aquifer. and unconfined and sufficiently transmissive 
aquifer ( r ~ g .  4: Icft). For deeper restricting layers (up to aquifers to get lateral flo,ii a\\;ay konl the infiltration 
about 40 nl) vadose-zone wells can be used (Fig. 4, cen- system without excessive pound\vatcr mounding. Thus. 
tcr), whercas conventional U ' C ~ ~ S  can be used where the soil maps and ~lydrogeologic reports are used to do the 
restricting layers are beyond reach of bucket augers first screening and to promising sites. Depending 
(Fig. 3. right). The wells would then be screened above on the amollnts of clay (<2 silt (2-50 p). 
and below the rcstncting or confining layer. and sand (>50 p). the textural classification of soil can 

Thc advantage of the systems shown in Fig. 3 is that be evaluated from the soil-textural tliangle (Fig. 5) pre- 
the water has been prefiltered through the soil and the pared by the Soil Survey Staff of the U.S. Department of 
perched groundwater zone: SO that its clogging potential Agriculture and published in 195 1. Typical hydraulic- 
is significantly rcduccd. Even thcn, if the lower part of values of the various soils are (Bouwer 
the system extends into the aquifer, as in Fig. 4 (right). it 
would probably be good practice to regularly pump the 
well. Water-quality issucs also must be considered. par- <0.1 mi'day 

ticularly where the water above the restricting layer is of 0.2 nJday 

lower quality than that in the aquifer itself. 0.3 mlday 

The principle of draining perched groundwater for re- loam)' sands 0.5 d d a y  

charge of underlying aquifers with systems such as fine sands 1 m/day 

shown in Fig. 4 has not been adequately testcd in the sands 5 miday 

field. Thus. pilot testing of these systems should always sands miday 

be done to see if they work satisfactorily and how they If the soil contaks gavel: the bulk hy&aulic conductj~i-  
should best be managed before large project< are in- 9- of the soil-pve] mixture can be estimat- 
stalled and considerable amounts of money are invested. ,d as ( B ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  and R , ~ ~  1984b): 
Pilot testing also is desirable for the simpler systems of Kt, _ K,eh,e, 

-ST tren7TZ~-i~idose-zone wells. and aquifer wells. (1 1 
-becjGe hoG~these ' sys t emi~er fom and how they shbuid, where Kh is the bulk hydraulic conductivity of soil- 
' be designed and managed depends \TF  -much'on i o ~ a l  , stones mixture, K, the hydraulic conductivity of the soil 

1 .. - . . , ..~. . . 
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Fig. 6 Section sho\ving geometry and symbols for Green 
Ampt piston-flow model of infiltration 

coarse sands -5 
medium sands -10 
fine sands -15 
loamy sands-sandy loams -25 

and 

l o a m  -3 5 
Fig. 5 Triangular chart showing lhe percentages of sand, silt, and structured clays -3 5 
clay in the basic soil-lexture classes (From So11 Survey Stat'f 
1951) dispersed clays -100 

fraction alone. eb the bulk void ratio o f  soil-stones mix- 
ture. and r ,  the void ratio of soil alone. 

This equation applies to a continuous soil matrix 
with the stones embedded therein. The stones are imper- 
meahle hodies in a soil matrix. which reduces its 
hydraulic conductivity relativc to that of thc soil without 
stoncs. 

Applying Darcy's equation to a soil after it has been 
tloodcd with water (Fig. 6) yields jDou\ver 1978, and 
references therein): 

HI< + ldf - bLvc 
V, = K 

LI  
(2) 

where L: is the infiltration rate. K the hydraulic conduc- 
tivity of wetted zone. H,, the water depth above soil. L, 
the depth of wetting front, and I?, , ,  thc capillary suction 
or negativc pressure head at wetting front. 

This is the Green-and-Ampt equation for infiltration 
into a flooded soil. It was developed almost 100 pears 
ago and is based on the assumption of piston flow 
(Green and Ampt 191 1). Diffusion-based and empirical 
equations have also been developed (Bouwer 1978. and 
references therein). The term v, is the volumetric infiltra- 
tion rate per unit of surface area. It can be visualized as 
the rate of decline of the water surface in an infiltration 
basin if inflow is stopped and evaporation is ignored. 
Because the wetted zone is not completely saturated but 
contains entrapped air. K is less than K, at saturation, 
about 0.5 K ,  for sandy soils, and 0.25 K, for clays and 
loams (Bouwer 1978). The value of I?,,, is taken as the 
water-entry value of the soil. This parameter is the nega- 
tive pressure head where water displaces most of the air 
on the cume relating soil-water content to soil-water 
pressure of the soil. Typical values of I? , , ,  are (in cm 
water; Bouwer et al. 1999b): 

Equation (2) shows that when the soil is first flooded, Lf 
is small and v, is high. However, as the wet front moves 
downward and L/increases, the ratio in Eq. (2) approach- 
es a value of unlty, and the infiltration rate bccomes nu- 
merically equal to K of the wetted zone. 

In filtrometers 
Afkr  soil and hydrogeologic surveys have identified po- 
tentially suitable sites for artificial recharge of ground- 
water with surface infiltration systems, "wet" infiltration 
tests should be performed to see what kind of infiltration 
rates can be expected, so that the land area needed for a 
certzzin volumetric recharge rate, or the recharge rate that 
can be achieved with a certain land area, can be estimat- 
ed. Infiltration tests typically are done with metal, cylin- 
der infiltrometers about 30 cm in diameter. However, use 
of such small infiltrometers often seriously overesti- 
mates the large-area infiltration rates because of lateral 
flow (divergence) below and around the cylinder due to 
capillary suction in the soil (Bouwer 1986; Bouwer et al. 
1999b). Double-ring or "buffered infiltrometers do not 
compensate for divergence, because the divergence also 
causes overestimation of infiltration in the center portion 
of the cylinder. The obvious approach then is to use larg- 
er infiltrdtion test areas like, for example, 3x3 m bermed 
areas, where divergence or "edge" effects are less signif- 
icant. However, these tests are laborious and they also 
require large volumes of water, because it can take more 
than a day to reach or approach "final" infiltration rates. 
A better approach is to use conventional single cylinders 

significant water depth to speed up the infiltration 
process, so that tests can be completed in a relatively 

ting is measured using a shovel, and the depth of wet- 
front penetration is measured using a shovel or auger, or 

I short time (5 h, for example). The extent of lateral wet-, 

it is estimated from total accumulated infiltration and I 
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)fillable porosity. The resultin= 0 infiltration data are then 
$corrected for water depth in the cylinder. limited depth 
of soil wetting below the cylinder, and divergence out-, 1 
side the cylinder to get an estimate of the long-term infil- i 
tr-dtion rate for a laree inundated area (Bouwer et al.! 
199%). This rate should be about equal to the hydraulic j 

; conductivity K of the wetted zone. 
The infiltrometers that have been used for this proce- 

dure arc single steel cylinders 60 cm in diameter and 
30 cin high with beveled edges (Fig. 7). A piece of 
5x10 cm lumber is placed on top of the cylinder and the 
cylinder is driven straight down \i?ith a sledge hammer to 
a depth of about 3-5 cm into the ground. The soil is 
packed against the inside and outside of the cylinder 
with a piece of 2 . 5 ~ 5  cm wood that is held at an angle on 
the soil against the cylinder and tapped with a light ham- 
mer to achieve good soilkylindcr contact. If the soil 
contains clay: the water used for the test should be of the 
same chemical composition as the water used in thc 
recharge project: to avoid errors due to effects of \vater 
quality on the status of the clay (coagulated or dispersed; 
Bouwer 1978). A plate or flat rock is placed on the soil 
inside the cylinder for erosion prevention when adding 
the water. The cylinder is filled to the top, and clock time 
is recorded. Wdter is allowed to lower about 5-10 cm. 
The decline is measured with a ruler, clock time is re- 
corded, and the cylinder is filled back to the top. This 
procedure is repeated for about 6 h or until the accumu- 
lated infiltration has reached about 50 crn; whichever 
comes first. The last decline I.,, is mcasurcd and clock 
time is rccorded to obtain thc time increment At,, for y,,. 
A shovcl is used to dig outside the cylinder to detcnninc 
the distance .u of latcral wetting or divergence (Fig. 7).  
The infiltration rate i,, inside the cylinder during the last 
water-level decline is calculated as !,,:'At,,. Assuming ver- 
tical tlow in the entire wetted zone, the corresponding 
down\vard flow rate. or flux i,, in the wetted area below 
a cylinder of radius r, is then calculated as: 

irLnr2 
1, -- n(r t x)? (3) 

where x is the distance of lateral wetting from the cylin- 
der wall (Fig. 7). 

The depth L of the w-et front at the end of the test is 
calculated from the accumulated declines J., of the water 
level in the cylinder as: 

whcrc n is thc fillable porosity of the soil. The value of rr 
can be estimated from soil texture and initial water con- 
tent. For cxample, r r  is commonly about 0.3 for dq- uni- 
form soils. 0.2 for moderately moist soils. and 0.1 for 
relatively wet soils. Well-graded soils have lower values 
of n than uniform soils. The valuc of L can also be deter- 
inined by augering or digging down immediately after 
the test to see how deep the soil has been wetted. This 
method works best if the soil initially is fairly dry. so 
that a good contrast exists between wet and dry soil, and 

Fig. 7 Section showing geometry and s~mbols for single-ring 
infiltrometer 

if not vcry many rocks are present. Applying Darcy's 
equation to the downward flow in the wetted zone then 
yields: 
. K(L  4 L h,,,) 

I , ,  = 
I. (5) 

where z is the average depth of water in the cylinder 
during the last water-level decline. The term h,, is the 
water-entry value of thc soil and can be estimated bom 
the data listed below Eq. (2). Because K is now the only 
unknown in Eq. (5), it can be solved as: 

This calculated valuc of K is used as an estimate of long- 
term infiltration rates in largc and shallow inundated 
areas. without clogging of the surface and without 
restricting layers decpcr down. Recausc of entrapped 
air, K of the wetted zonc is less than K at saturation, for 
example, about 0.5 K at saturation, as mentioned previ- 
ously. 

If thc K values calculated with Eq. (6) are sufficiently 
large for an infiltration system, the next step is to put in 
some test basins of about 0.2 ha for long-term flooding, 
to evaluate clogging effects and the potential for infiltra- 
tion reduction by restricting layers deeper down, and to 
have confidence in the scaling up from essentially point 
measurements of infiltration rates with cylinders to full- 
scale projects that might have 10-100 ha of recharge 
basins. Good agreement has been obtained between pre- 
dicted infiltration rates (K in Eq. 6) and those of larger 
basins. For example, six infiltrometers installed in a field 
west of phoenix,-~rizona, gave an average K of 40 cm/ 
day, as calculated with Eq. (6). Two test basins of 0.3 ha 
each in the same field yielded final infiltration rates of 
30 and 35 cmlday (Bouwer et al. 1999b). If the infiltro- 
meter tests give b~filtration rates that are too low for sur- 
face-infiltration systems, alternative systems such as 
excavated basins, recharge trenches, recharge shafts or 
vadose-zone wells, or aquifer injection wells can be con- 
sidered. 

The cylinder infiltrometer procedure described above 
is by no means exact. However, in view of spatial vari- 
ability (vertical as well as horizontal) of soil properties, 
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exact procedures and measuring water-level declines 7 in the soil. Sometimes. thesc precipitations ai-e induced)) 
with Vernier-equipped hook gages are not necessary. The i by pH increases caused by algae as they remow dis- 1 
main idea is to account somehow for divergence and lim- solved CO, from the water for photosynthesis. Bacteria ) 
ited depth of wetting, rather than applying a standard re- also produce gases (nitrogen. methane) that block pores : 
duction percentage to go from short-term cylinder infil- i and acculnulate below clogging layers to create \ a p r  : 
tration rates to long-term large-area infiltration rates, as \ bamers to infiltration. Gas is also formed in soils below \ 
has sometunes been done. Because of spatial variability. : recharge basins or in trenches or wells \!?hen the recharge 1: 

cylindcr infiltration tests should be carried out at various ; water contains cntraincd or dissolbed air and;or is cooler 1 
locations within a given site. The resulting infiltration than the soil or aquifer itself. The water then warms up i 
rates should never be expressed in more than two signifi- ' in the soil or aquifer; air goes out of solut~on and forms f 
cant figures. entrapped air, which reduces the hydraulic conducti\.ity. 

Where soils are stony. cylinder infiltrometers might For well injection. this process is called air binding. En- 
be difficult to install. Sometimes. removing stones with a trapped air also forms in response to decreases in water 
pick outside the cylinder as it is driven down and filling pressures, for example, when water moves through a 
thc empty spaces with a fine, powdery soil is possible. If clogging layer in a recharge basin and the prcssure head 
not. alternative procedures are to use largt~ .  bel-mcd is reduced from the water depth abo\;e the clogging layer 
areas of at least 2x2 m for infiltration measurement, or to to a ncgative pressure or suction in the unsaturated so11 
take a disturbed sample of the soil material between the below the clogging laycr. Well recharge also can cause 
stones and measure its hydraulic conductivity in the precipitation of iron and manganese oxidcs or hyh-ox- 
laboratory. Void ratios of the soil alone and of the bulk ides as d issol~~ed oxygen levels change. and to solution 
stony soil mixture are then estimated or determined. so and precipitation of calcium carbonate due to changes in 
that Kh of the stone-soil mixture is calculated with pH and dissolved carbon dioxide levels. Conversely. dis- 
Eq. ( 1 )  to give an idea of basin infiltration rates (Rouwer solution of calcite by injected water is knoxvn to increase 
and Rice 1984b). hydraulic conductivity of limestone aquifers uscd for 

aquifer storage and recovery (Dillon and Pavelic 1996). 

Soil Clogging 
/ The main problem in infiltration systems for artificial 
( recharge of groundwater is clogging of the infiltrating 
I surface (basin bottoms, walls of trenches and vadose- 

-----~-.-- 
? the rccharge water. such as clay and s i l t~ar t ic1es~Ig,?c  ; summer. All these effects arc hard to predict and the best, 

cells, microorganism c~~!ls.~.aiiifragmcnt,r, and sludge ; way tu get adequate design and nlanagcnicnt infori~ration: - -.&-.......- - .... C.- 

, noes In sewage effluent. Anot~er&~iicg~iipmc~>s55j?-,, for a full-scale project is by installing a few pilot basins! 
~ ~ ~ < d ' r ? ~ v e m o l t  o f ~ f i , ~ ~ . . p a M c l q ~ ,  i n  the. soil t1lat.j b f  at least about 20x20 rn and operating them furl 
i.,"..--->- 
i -I- were in the appl~ed water or, in the  soil itself,.and accu: i 'groundwater recharge for at least a veal- to measure sea- 
: mulation of these fine pafliclc>, at.,some depth-where the 3 konal effects. 

4 . ' <  . i 
1 sol! 1s denser or finer, and,\vhere they f 0 m . a  thm subsur- .. Because clogging layers are much less permeable\ ,.I 
face clogging laycr. The depth of this layer ranges from a i than the natural soil material. the), reducc infiltration \ .. -,- - " 

few mm to a few cm or more. In the soils literature. this j rates and become the controlling factor or "bottleneck" :? 
% fine-particle movement and accumulation deeper down in the infiltration process (Fig. 8). When the infiltration \ 

are called "wash out-wash in" (Sumner and Stewart rate in surfact systcms becomcs less than the hydraulic \ 

1992). Fine soil particles also form surface crusts when conduc t iv i~  of the soil below the clogging layer. this : 
infiltration basins are dry and the soil is exposed to rain- . soil becomes unsaturated to a water contcnt whereby the j 
fall. colresponding unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is i 

Biological clogging processes include: numerically equal to the infiltration ratc (Bouwcr 1982). : 
I The resulting unsaturated downwxd flow is then entirely i I .  accumulation of algae and bacterial flocs in the watcr due to gravity with a hydraulic gradient of unity. xk ; 

, on the infiltrating surface; and 
thickness @&ggiuglay-ers caarange..ko!n l.,mn w l_css.- ! 2. growth of micro-organisms on and in the soil to form . 

j biofil~ns and biomass (including plysaccharides and ;(biofilms, t h ~ n  clay and, 5ilt.layers or "b!a.nk?ts'J to j 
se\ieral centimeters and decimeters or more for thicker 

other metabolic end products) that block pores and/or I ,)sediment deposits. &a_"se,~lo,~,gingssI~y~~~?_~e the rule 
t reduce pore sizes. 
: j 

exception, flow systelcs below surface in- 
;; Chemical processes include precipitation of calcium car- systems are typically a s~shown in Fig., 8: for ' 
f /  bonate, gypsum phosphate. and other chemicals 011 and without restricting layers that othenvise ; 
I 
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$spended solids. This effect is accomplished by darns in ': 
'the river or aqueduct system (which would also regulate! 
\the flow) or by passing the water through dedicated pre, 
!sedimentation basins before recharge. Coagulants like alj 
!um and organic polymers are used to accelerate settling. 
For well recharge, sand or membrane filtration might 
also be necessary. Algae growth and other biological 
clogging in basins are reduced by removing nutrients 
(nitrogen and phosphorus) and organic carbon from the 

CAPILLARY FRINGE water. This reduction is also important where trenches, 
- - - '- W A T E R T A B L E  shafts, or wells are used for recharge with sewage efflu- 

A Q U I F E R  ent or effluent-contaminated water. Disinfection with 
chlorine or other disinfectants with residual effects re- 

Fig. 8 Section showing infiltration basin with clogging layer, un- duces biological activity on and near the walls of the 
saturated flow to aquifer, and capillary fiinge above water table 

trenches, shafts, or wells and, hence, reduces clogging. 
- -  - 

Clogging rates increase with increasing infilbation rates, 

could cause perched \~.ater to rise too close to the basin because of the increased loading rates of suspended sol- I ids, nutrients, and organic carbon on the surfdce. Be- 
~h~ infiltration rate I,: for the basin in  F , ~ .  8 can be cause of this, increasing the injection pressures in re- 

calculated by applying Darcy 's equation to the flow charge wells that show signs of clogging actually hastens 

through the clogging layer: the clogging process. Regular pumping of recharge wells 
and periodic redevelopment of the wells control and H,,' - h,,, V . - K  

I -  C (7) r m y  clogging, but possibly not "forevci'. 1ncrearirg7 
LC 1 the water depth in recharge basins or the iiljcction 

where K,  is the hydraulic conductivity of the clogging . pressure in recharge wells also compresses the clogging: 
layer, L, the thickness of clogging in laycr, If,,. the watcr ; layer, which reduces its permeability and, hence, the I 
depth above clogging layer. and ht,, the air entry value of 4 infiltration rates (see section "Effect of water depth on 1 
vadose-zone soil. $ infiltration"). Despite pretreatment of the recharge water, ! 

Bccause the clogging layer is often very thin. from j clogging still occurs due to growth of algae and auto- 1 
less than I mrn to about 1 cm. its actual thickness and i t ro~h ic  bacteria. dust beinr! blown into the basin. and/ . .  u 

hydraulic conductivity are difficult to d~$ermine. For this ,other factors. i - 
reason, k', and LC, are lumped into one parameter L,:!K,.. -. For surfice infiltration systems, clogging is also con- 
with the dimension of time (usually days) and called the trolled by periodically drying the basins or other infiltra- 
hydraulic resistrtncc R,.: which is thc number of days it tion facility, thereby letting the clogging laycr dry, dc- 
takes for a unit infiltration amount to move tlvough the compose, shrink, crack, and curl up. This procedure is 
clogging layer at unit head loss. For a given system. R,. is generally sufficient to restore infiltration rates to satis- 
calculated with Eq. (7) from measured values of I*; and factory values. If clogging materials continue to accumu- 
head loss across the clogging layer: using a tensiometer late, they must be piGodica~~y removed at the end of a 
to measure h,,. Also, h,, is estimated as 2 h,.,, using the drying period. This removal is done mechanically with 
values shown below Eq. (2). 'The air-cntry valuc is morc scrapers, front-end loaders, graders, or manually with 
appropriate than the niater-entry value in this case, be- rakis. After removal of the clogging material, the soil 
cause infiltration usually starts with a clcan bottom con- should be disked or harrowed to break up any crusting 
dition, which causes the upper wctted zone initially to that might have developed at or near the surface. Disking 
have positive water-pressureheads and, hence. to be near or plowing clogging layers as such into the soil without 
saturation. As the clogging develops and V, dccreases, first removing them gives short-term relief, but eventual- 
the wetted zone becomes increasingly unsaturated as wa- ly fines and other clogging materials accurnulate in the 
ter contents decrease to produce hydraulic conductivities topsoil and the entire disk or plow layer must be re- 
numerically equal to infiltration rates. Thus, air is dis- moved. Disking or harrowing might have to be followed 
placing water in this case. and the air-entry value is the by smoothing and lightly compacting of the soil to pre- 
more appropriate value to use for the pressure head be- vent fine particle movement and accumulation of the fine 
low the clogging layer (Bouwcr 1982). Air-entry and particles on the underlying undisturbed soil when the 

- - 

water-entry values are parameters in hysteresis-affected soil is flooded again. This hctivity is done by rolling or 
water-content characteristics. These are curves relating by dragging a pole or other implement over the soil. For 
watcr content to (negative) water-pressure head. Because good quality surface watcr with vcry low suspcndcd- 
of hysteresis, they &c different for drying and wetting of solids contents and coarse soil materials in the rechargc 
the soil (Bouwcr 1978, and references therein). basin, drying and cleaning might be necessary only a few 

( Clogging is controlled by reducing the parameters times a year or even less frequently. Where soils are rela:, ---.. .,.,.-. - .--- - 
fthat cause clogging. For surface water, this typically . tively _.._.._ fine-textured or have many stones, cTogg~ng con- : means pre-sedimentation to sittle clay, silt. and othc/-lrXFiecomes a major challeng~. Where the wqter is very 
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muddy or where madequa~ely_trcatcd sewag: effluenf_~\ _ - - - - - - - - - 
= & w n g  and cleaning might be needed after each 

\- f l id ing  penod, ~ h i c h  mght then be as frequently as 
' every few days. -- - - Pre-sed~mentat~on is especially Important where rc- 

c h a e  nater is obtained fiom streams ~ i t h  variable ' 

I 

flows and as much lvater as poss~ble needs to be used for , : ! ' groundwater recharge. hlax~nlum ~olumes  of water then 1 ' 
\ ; m~ght need to be captured dunng per~ods of h ~ g h  flow. 

For t h ~ s  purpose, deeper-than-normal lnfiltrat~on bas~ns 
- are constructed to capture and store as much flood flou 

I as posslble for subsequent ~nfiltrat~on and groundwater 
recharge. Ho~vexer, flood waters tend to carry a lot of 

w - -  

_sed~ment. which settles out In the deep basms.J&ause 
of parhcle segregation according to Stokes' law, the sed- 
~ment laver then has its coarsest   articles on the bottom 
and ~ t s  finest particles on t w .  This arrangement greatly 

Fig. 9 Secbons shoulng rtxharge basln w~th shallow water table reduces infiltration especlally lf there have been and lateral flow In aquifer controlled by slope of water table ( top),  
, I -repeated inflows of muddy water lnto the basin. Such In- and w ~ t h  deep water table with downward flow below basln con- 

, flows tend to create multi-layered clogglng layers on the, ~ o l l e d  bygrivlty (bottom) 

ToWCm w ~ t h  particle-size segregabon in each layer: 
(Bouwer et al 2001). Thus. the best way to utll~i-c flood' 

'"waters for ai-t~ficial recharge 1s to capture and store these 1 Experienced operators know that different infiltrat~on ha- 
I waters In dcep bas~ns or rcscnrolrs that prok~de pre-sedl- \ isms often show d~fferent clogg~ng and lnfiltrat~on bchai- 

, I 
- -  - 

, mentation but are I. not expected to gi& high infiltration 1 iior and different responses to drying and cleaning, even : ,~ates.  s lear  water is then taken out of these reservoirs //within the same project. For this reason, multi-basin m- 
and placcd into infiltration basins that can be readily i i charge projects should be designed so that each basin is 
dried and cleaned to maintain high infiltration rates. and, hyd~ulically independent and can be operated according 

' hencc, should be shallow (Rouwer and Rice 2001). to its best schedule. Hydraulic loading rates for systems 
in warm: relatively dry climates with good-quality input 
water and operated year round typically are about 

Hydraulic Loading vs. lnfiltration Rates 30 iniyear for fine textured soils like sandy loa~ns, 
Because of the need for regular drying and periodic 100 m.i'year for loamy sands, 300 m/year for medium 
cleaning of recharge basins or othcr surface infiltration clean sands. and 500 rnlyear for coarse clean sands. 
systems, hydraulic capacities are best expressed in long- Because annual evaporation rates horn wet soil sur- 
term average infiltration rates or hydraulic loading rates faces and free water surfaces commonly range fiom 
that take into account dry or "down" time. For example, about 0.4 mi'year for cool. wet climates to 2.4 mi'year for 
if infiltrometers give an infiltration rate of 1 1niday and warm. dry climates. evaporation losses are quite small 
clogging causes infiltration rates of a basin to gradually compared with hydraulic loading rates. This differential 
decrease to 0.5 rn!day after 2 weeks of flooding, and if makes groundwater recharge amactive for storing water. 
then a drying period of 2 weeks is necessary to &-y and including long-term storage or water banking, because 
clean the basin to restore the infiltration rate to its origi- evaporation of groundwater from an aquifer is essen- 
nal value of 1 mdday, the basin would be dry half the tially zero, unless it is within reach of tree or plant roots 
time and have an average infiltration rate of 0.75 d d a y  (Bouwer 1975, 1978). 
during flooding. This value gives a long-term hydraulic 
loading rate of IX2.5x0.75-138 ~m'year or 0.37 m!day. 
At this rate, 1 ha can handle 3,700 m3iday. Thus. if Effect of Water Depth on Infiltration 
10,000 m3iday needs to be recharged. a basin area of If no clogging layer exists on the bottom of an infiltra- 
2.7 ha would be required. Seasonal effects also need to tion basin and the basin is "clean," the water table would 
be considered, because hydraulic loading rates in winter 
are often less than in summer, due to cooler water with 
higher viscosity and to slower drying and infiltration re- 
covery. On the other hand, biological activity and bio- 
clogging might be more intense in the summer. This ac- 
tivity reduces infiltration rates. Infiltration and hydraulic 
loading rates are site-specific and are best evaluated on 
pilot basins or on actual systems. Schedules of flooding, 
drying, cleaning. and disking or other tillage for opti- 
mum hydraulic loading are developed by trial and error. 

rise to the water level in the basin, and the water in the 
basin and in the aquifer would then be in direct hydraulic 
connection (Fig. 9). If the depth D ,  of the water table 
below the ~vater level in the basin at some distance from 
the basin is relatively small (Fig. 9: top), the flow away 
from the basin would be mostly lateral and be controlled 
by the slope of the water table. On the other hand. if the 
water table is deep and D ,  is relatively large (Fig. 9 k t -  
tom). the flow from the basin would be mostly down- 
ward and controlled by gravity. Thus, if the water depth 
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in the basin is increased. D,,. also lvould increase. The 
resulting effect on infiltration is then significant if D,,- is 
small: but negligible when D,,. is already large. For ex- 
ample, if D,,. in the system shown in Fig. 9 is 3 m and 
the water depth in the basin is increased by 1 m, the in- 
filtration flow would increase by 335'0. If, on t l~e  other 
hand, D,,=30 m, the same 1 m increase in the basin 
water depth would increase infiltration by only 3.3%. 

If the basin were clogged. the infiltration flow would 

Fig. 10 Section showing 
geometry and symbols for 
infiltration system with perched 
groundwater above a reshicting 
layer with hydraulic c-onduc- 
tivity K, 

be controlled by the clogging layer, and the vadose zone 
below the basin is unsaturated. as shown in Fig. 8 and aquifer mounding. If layers exist in the vadose zone; 
(Bouwer 1982). In that case, infiltration rates increase ;&hose hydraulic conductivity is less than the infiltration! 
almost linearly with water depth, as indicated by Eq. (7): rate from the recharge basin, water accumulates above! 
if nothing else changes. However, an increase in water i these "perching'' layers to form '-perche&. groundwater.; 
depth compresses the clogging layer. which thcn be- \ This perched groundwater then rises until it developsi 
comes less permeable. In that case, infiltration rates do ! enough head on the perching layer for the flow to go1 
not increase linearly with water depth and sometimes f through the perching layer at the same rate as that with\ 
actually decrease. as has been observed in practice 1 which it arrives from above, and the perched water table 
(Bouwer and Rice 1989). This compression occurs be- 1 reaehes an cquilibriurn position. For large rechargc areas. j 
cause increasing the water depth in a basin with unsatur- f this process can be considered a one-dimensional flow 
ated flow below the clogging layer increases the inter- 1 system (Fig. 10). Applying Darcy's equation to the verti- I 

I 
rrranular pressure in the clogging Iayer. which leads to ' cally downward flow in the perchcd groundwater above - 
compression of the layer in accordance with soil-consoli- the restricting layer and through the restricting layer 
dation theory (Bouwer and Rice 1989). Compressible itself gives two ecluations with two unknowns (Bouwer 
clogging layers. like organic (sludge, algae) deposits or et al. 1999b)l which, when solved for the equilibrium 
loose clay or "mucky" layers, have greater compression height of the perched ground~vater mound. yields: 
and greater permeability reductions than less-compress- - \i - 1 
ible clogging materials, like silts or fine sands. L - L  5- ~T 

p -  r ] - - L  
Secondary effects also aggravate clogging. For exam- K S  

(8) 

ple. if the water depth were to increase without a corrc- L,, is height of ,nound 
sponding increase in infiltration ratc, the rate of turnover ah)ve layer. ,rr the thickness of 
of the water in the basin would decrease. This effect 1.; the infiltration rate and dowllward tlus through 
causcs suspended unicellular algac sl~ch as Crrrlrriu soil and layer. K, the Ilydraulic conductivity of 
kleh.sii to be exposed to sunlight for longer periods. layer, and K, the tIydraulic conduc t iv i~  ofsoil  
which increases their growth rate. and hence. increases layer, 
the algal filter cake or clogging layer on the bottom as often, 1,; i s  much smaller than because surface 
more algal cells are physically strained out by the soil. soils tend to bc finer textured than deeper soilst or a 
Also, a high algal concentration on the bottom and in the laye r  is on tile bottom of the infiltratioll system 
water increases the pH of the water due to uptake of dis- that reduces infiltration rates. ~ l ~ ~ ,  I.'. is consider- 
solved C02 for photosynthesis by the algae. This in- ably lager than I(,. For these conditiAns, Cq. (8) can be 
crease causes calcium carbonate to precipitate out and to: 
accumulate on the bottom thus fbrther aggravating the 

L r  
clogging problem and causing infiltration rates to decline Lp - V,- 
even more. These processes explain why increasing wa- Kr (9) 

ter depths in infiltration basins to prevent infiltration re- which is t~scf i~l  to sce if perching could be a problem. 
ductions by clogging has actually caused further reduc- In stratifid soils. perching layers commonly consist 
tions in infiltration rates, to the surprise and dismay of of discontinuous layers or Icnses, which cause a circu- 
operators who thought that providing more "head'. on the itous downward flow. Also, for long, narrow recharge 
clogging layer u~ould overcome infiltration reductions by basins or recharge "strips". lateral spread of perching 
clogging layers. For this and othcr reasons. such as casi- mounds above restricting laycrs (Rouwer 1962) is often 
er and quicker drying of basins for restoring infiltration significant. If so: the vertical fluxes are less and they 
rates, shallow- recharge basins with water depths of about cross the restricting layer over a larger area than that of 
0.5 m or lcss arc gcncrally prcfcrred over dccp basins. the infiltration system. This condition also reduces the 

height of tht: perched mounds. In these circumstances. 
; predicting the heights of perched groundwater mounds 

i 
\ 

Effects of Artificial Recharge I 1 with Eqs (8) or (9) overestimates mound heights. 
on Groundwater Levels Numerous papers have been published on the rise of a 
Rises in groundw-ater levels below infiltration system{\fndwater mound on the aquifer in response to nfil 
or mounding. can occur in two ways. perched moundin tration from a recharge system, and some also on the de 

d 
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f line of the mound after infiltration has stopped (Glover 
1964: Hantush 1967; Marino 1975a. l975b; Warner et al. 

( 19891. The usual assumption is a uniform isotropic aqui- 
fer of infinitc extent with no other recharges or discharg- ' 

es. One of the difficulties in getting meaningful results 
from thc equations is getting a representative value of 
aquifer transmissivit\: The most reliable transmissi\?ity 
data comc from calibrated models. Next in reliability 

LF' 
are values obtained from Theis-type pumping tests, 
step-drawdown, and other pumped-well tests; and slug 
tests (in decreasing order of "sampling" size). Slug tests 
(Butler 1997). although simple to carry out. al\wys have 
the problem of how to get representative areal valucs 
from essentially point measurements (the usual scaling- --- - - - - -  - - - - -  ---  
up problem). .4\:erages from various tests often substan- 
tially underestimate more regional values (Bouwer 1996, 
and references therein). Also, results from slug tests on 

0 
new-ly-drilled holes (sometimes intendend only for slug 
testing and h tu re  are commonly influenced Fig. 11 Plan view (top) and section (bottom) of an infiltration and 

recharge system showing geometr). and symbols for Hantush by residual drilling mud around the screened section of equation 
the \well and. hence. underestimate the hydraulic conduc-< 
tivity. Piezometers at two different depths in the centcri 
of a tnound enable the determination of both vertical and! the material outside the wetted zone below the infiltra- 
horizontal hydraulic conductivity of an aquifer alreadj tion system. The Hantush equation (Fig. 11) is: 
bcing recharged with an infiltration system. through b,, ,  - +r)l,; (r2/2 
model simulation (Bouwer et al. 1974). 4 / 

i In a deep or thick unconfined aquifer. streamlines of +F[\V/2 + x)n: ( L / 2  - ~ ) I L ]  

recharge flow systems are concentrated in the upper or +F[W/2 - x)n, (L/2 +y)n] (10) 

"activc" portion of the aquifer. with much less flow and I-F[W/2 x)iz,(L/2 - y )n ] )  

almost stagnant watcr in the decpcr or "passi\:c" portion whcrc hl,,, is thc height of watcr tablc above irnperme- 
of the aquifer. Use of transmissivities of the entire aqui- able layer at +, y, and time I (Fig. 1 I), H the original 
fcr bctwccn tlic watcr table and the inlpcrlneable lower hcight of watcr table above impemcable layer, t', the ar- 
bounda~y for mound calculations then scriously undcrcs- rival rate at watcr table of watcr from infiltration basin 
timates the rise of the mound. Oldcr work (Bouwer or basins, r the time since start of recharge, f the fillable 
1962) with resistance-network analog modeling showed porosity (I>f>O), L the length of recharge basin or re- 
that for long rectangular rccharge arcas or rccharge ships 
and a \.cry thick aquifer. the thickness of the active, up- 
per portion of the aquifer is about equal to the width of 
the rec1i;irge area. This thickness should then be multi- 
plied by K of the upper aquifer to get an "effective" 
transmissivity for mounding predictions. Also, if the 
Hantush or another equation is used to calculate long- 
term mound formation, as for water banking in areas 

charge project area (in 1. direction). and W the width of 
recharge basin or recharge ~ ro jec t  area (in + direction); 
r.r-(4t T/f) ' '2 .  and F(a: B-J~ erf (wr  l'?).erf(prt'" dr. 
wherc c~(W!'Z+x)n or (Wi'Z-x)n and P-(Ll'Z+y)n or 
(Liz-y)n. Values of F(x, ,!$ were tabulated by Hantush. 
They are available as electronic supplementary material 
(http:iidx.do.orgi10.l007!s10040-00 1-0 182-4). 

Valucs of P:,; LI and IY should be selected as they oc- 
with deep groundwater Icvels. larger transmisiivity val- cur at the water table. If extensive perching and lateral 
ues should be used to reflect the increase in transmissi- flow occur in the vadose zone, I,:, is less than the average 
vity as groundwater levels rise. Otherwise, the Hantush infiltration rate of the recharge area, and L. and W are 
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equation overestimates the mound rise. larger than the actual dimensions of the infiltration 

I The best way to get representative tra~~smissivity val-i system. Usually, ho\vever. V,, is taken as the infiltration 
ues for artificial recharge systems is to have a large 

3 
enough infiltration test area or pilot project that produces 

!a  groundwater mound. and then to calculate the trans- 
1 missivity from the rise of that mound using, for example, 

rate for the entire recharge area (taking into account 
"dry" areas between basins). and L and W are taken 
as the dimensions of the entire recharge project. The 
Hantush equation is also used to calculate mound rises 

ithc Hantush equation (Eq. 10). The fillable porosity to be farther away from the recharge area, up to distances of 
used in the equations for mound rise is usually larger about 0.5 tt' and 0.5 L, to avoid negative terns in the er- 
than the specific yield of the aquifer. because vadose ror function of Eq. (10). For predicting water-table ef- 
zones often are relatively dry. especially in dr)! climates fects farther away from the project, the Theis equation is 
and if they consist of coarse materials like sands and used. Computer models like Modflow- (McDonald an 4 gravels. The fillable porosity should be taken as the dif- Harbaugh 1988) are used to include other regional ref 
ference between esisting and saturated water contents of charge inputs and pumped-well outputs for the aquifer. j 



Often of most interest to operators and managers is 1 0  
the long-term effect of recharge on groundwater. Appro- 
priate questions include: 

* where will the groundwater mound be 10, 20: or "c 

50 years fiom now; 
* how much water can be stored or "banked" under- 

ground; I 
* \till the whole area become waterlogged; and Fig. 12 Sccrion showing geometry and symbols for groundwater * how must the water bc recovered from the aquifer to ,,,,,d below a long area ofwidth w 

prevent waterlogging or undue water-level rises of the 
recharge area and adjacent areas? 

water table at distance L ,  from the edge (Fig. 13). This 
Some water-banking projects have been installed or are set of conditions yields the equation: 
planned in the desert valleys or basins of southern Cali- 
fornia and Arizona. Because these regions will then have 

j j c  basins for recharge and wells for pumping groundwater. 2T (11) 
an interest also exists to collect the natural recharge that 
is occurring in those areas, so that more water is pumped 
out of the aquifer than is put in with artificial recharge. 
This plan has sparked intensive interest in estimating 
natural recharge rates. which in these dry climates is 
very small (Tyler et al. 1996) and only a fraction (maybe 

i 
about 1%) of a very small precipitation (about 10 cm: 
yea; or even less). To avoid depletion of the groundwa- 
ter, excess pumping of groundwater should not exceed 
natural recharge rates. M o n i t ~ r & g * ~ ~ s , _ n ~ e s ~ ~ y t o ~ ~ ~ , _ k e  

i t&i ie ipbnses  do not occur. - 

I 
1 sure that undesirable ' e n s ,  or c?ther grgund\y,later- I 
$ 

A quick ~dc'a ib&t ultimate or quasi-equilibrium 
mound heights for water banking or other recharge pro- 
jects is obtained from a steady-state analysis, where the 
mound is considered to be in ecluilibrium with a constant 
water table at some d e ~ t h  and at a large distance from - 

.? the infiltration system. The constant "far-a\\.ay'- watcr ta-; 
4 ble can be established by groundwater pumping, dis-l 
1 charge into surface water like rivers or lakes, or somci \ other "control..' Alw. the farther a a a y  Fn,m the recharge' 
! area, the slower the water table rises. Thus ,_wh~n  ! groundwater levels arc far enough a a a y  from-the re- 

charge-area, they can be considered essentially stable. 
. Usually, rechirgesystems consist of several h a i n s  or 

other infiltration facilities. Steady-state equations were 
developed for two gencral geometries of the entire re- 
charge area: 

I. the basins form a long stlip with a length of at least 
five times the width, so that aftcr long times it still 
performs about the same as an infinitcly long strip 
(Glover 1964); and 

2. the basins arc in a round, square, or irregular area that 
can be reprcsented by an equivalent circular arca 
(Rouwer et al. 1999b). 

for the ultimate rise of the groundwate~ mound below the 
center of the recharge strip when equilibrium exists be- 
tween recharge and pumping from the aquifer (Bouwer 
et al. 1999b). In this equation. H(, is the height of ground- 
water mound in canter of recharge area. !I,, the height of 
water table at control area, i the average infiltration rate 
in recharge area (total recharge divided by total area). R' 
thc width of rcchargc arca, I.,, thc distance bctwccn cdgc 
of recharge area and control area. and T the ~ansmissiv- 
ity of aquifer (Fig. 12). 

For a round or scluarc typc of rcchargc arca (Fig. 13); 
the groundwater flow is radially away fi-om the area. The 
equilibrium height of thc mound bclow the center of the 
recharge system above the constant water table at dis- 
tancc R,, from thc center of the recharge system can be 
calculated with radial flow theory (Bouwer et al. 1999b) 
as: 

$ ( L + 2 1 n % )  

where R is the radius or equivalent radius of the recharge 
area, R,, is the distance from the center of the recharge 
area to the water-table control area (Fig. 13). and the 
other symbols are as previously dcfined. 

Equations (1 1) and (12) are used to predict the final 
mound height below a recharge area for a given eleva- 
tion of the co~ltrol water table at distance R,, or L ,  from 
the recharge area. As indicated for the Hantush equation. 
the value of T in Eqs (1 1) and (12) must reflect the aver- 
age transmissivity of the aquifer at the ultimate equilibri- 
um mound height. 

lf the calculated ultimate mound height is too high, R,, 
or L,, must be reduced by groundwater pumping from 
wclls closer to the recharge arca, or f in  must be reduced 
by pumping more groundwater. Equations (I  1) and (12) 
then indicate where groundwater should be recovered 

For the long strip (Fig. 12). the groundwater flow and to what depth groundwater levels should be pumped 
away from the stlip is taken as linear horizontal flow to prewnt water tables bclow the recharge areas fiom 
(Dupuit-Forchheimer flow). Below the infiltration arca rising too high. Ultimate mound heights can also be re- 
the lateral flow is assumed to increase linearly with dis- duced by making the recharge area longer and narrower. 
tance from the center. The lateral flow is then assumed to or by rcducing recharge rates by using less water for 
be constant between the edge of the recharge system at chargc or by spreading the infiltration facilities 
distance W'/2 fiom the eenter and the constant-control 
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Fig. 13 Section showing geometry and synibnls for groundwater 
mound below round infiltration area ofradius R 

Effects of Groundwater Levels on Infiltration Rates 
Often. bottoms and banks of infiltration basins are cov- 

" W / W  

ered with a clogging layer that controls and reduces infil- Fig. 14 Dimensionless plot of seepage (expressed as l iK) versus 
tration rates so that the underlying soil material is unsat- depth to groundwater (expressed as D,/W) for clean stream chm- 

(rig. 8). ~h~ wata content in the unsaturated nel or long infiltration basin with no clogging layer on bottom 

zone then establishes itself at a value whereby the con-e- 
sponding unsaturated hydraulic conductivity is numeri- 
c>lly eq"al to the infilh-ation rate, because the downward tance was arbitrarily taken as ten times the width of the 
flow is due to gravity alone and the hydraulic gradient is basin or recharge system (Bouwer 1969). If Dl,  is rela- 
unity (Rouwer 1982). The unsaturated zone breaks the tively large, the flow below the recharge system is main- 
hydraulic continuity between the basin and the aquifer. ly downward and controlled by gravity (Rouwer 1969. 
so that infiltration rates are independent of depth to 1978) so that the hydraulic gradient is about unity 
groundwater> as long as the water table is deep enough (Fig. 9. bottom). In that case, infiltration rates are essen- 
that the top of the capillary frulge above the watcr tablc tially unaffected by depth to groundwater. However, if 
is below the bottom of the basin. This capillary fringe is groundwater IeveIs rise and D,,. decreases, the flow from 
commonly about 30 cm thick for medium sands, more the recharge basin becomes more and morc lateral until 
for finer sands or soils. and less for coarse sands. Thus. a eventually it is completely controlled by the slopc of thc 
conservative conclusion is that as long as the water tablc water tablc away from the basin (Fig. 9. top; Bouwer 
is more than about 1 m below the bottom of a basin 1969, 1978). Modeling these flow systems on an electri- 
where infiltration is controlled by a cloggi~lg laycr on the cal-resistance network analog has sllowvll that the change 
bottom, infiltration rates arc unaffected by changes in from gravity-controlled flow to flow controlled by slopc 
groundwatu levcls. If the water tabIc riscs, infiltration of thc water tablc occurs when D,, is about twicc the 
rates start to decrease only when the capillary fringe widtll FT' (or diameter) of the recharge systcin (Bouwer 
reaches the bottom of the basin. They then con t i~~ue  to 1990). This relationship is shown in Fig. 14, whcrc I is 
dccrcasc linearly with dccrcasing depth to groundwater the infiltration rate unit area of water surfacc in the 
below the water level in the hasin: until they become basin and A' is the hydraulic conductivity in the wctted 
zero when the water table has risen to the same eleva- zone or aquifer. Thus, as long as D,,.<2RT. infiltration 
tion as the watcr surfacc in the basin. The transition be- 
tween hydraulically disconnected water-table conditions 
(Fig. 8) to hydraulic connection (Fig. 9) was modeled by 
Dillon and Liggett (1983); who observed that infiltration 
rates decline significantly due to hydraulic connection as 
a result of infiltration causing the water table to rise and 
intersect the basin or stream. 

Where the water for recharge is cxceptionally clear 

rates decrease almost linearly with decreasing D ,  and 
reach zero when D,,-0 (Fig. 14). However, if D,,>=.21V, 
intiltration rates are essentially constant and about equal 
to the theoretically maximum value when D,,r---. regard- 
less of the actual value of D,,. These relationships apply 
to uniform. isotropic underground formations. Anisotro- 
pic or stratified situations need to be considered on a 
case-by-casc basis. In the USA, legaI aspects of ground- 

and free from nutrients and organic carbon, temperatures water and surface-water interactions do not always con- 
are low, and soils are relatively coarse. then infiltration form with hydrologic aspects (Bouwer and Maddock 
yrocecds for considerable time without development of a 1997). 
clogging layer on the bottom. In that case. direct hydrau- Infiltration rates in clean basins (no clogging layers) 
lie continuity exists between the clean basin and the : thus arc more sensitive to depth to groundwater than ; 
aquifcr with the water table joining the water surface in rates in clogged basins_qqgge.d basins ace the rula ~ a t J  ./ 
the basin (Fig. 9). Grou~ldwater levels are then character- ' cr than the exception; and ground,watcr moullds can rise 
ized by the depth D,, of the water table below the water- / much higher there than below clean basins before reduc- i 
surface elevation in the basin. D,, should be taken at a 1 tions in infiltration rates occur. Sometimes. maximumi 
sufficient distancc from the recharge area such that permissible mound heights arc dictated by circumstances,' 
groundwatcr levels are relatively unaffected by thu re- j other than their effect on infiltration rates. such as presi 
charge flow system (Fig. 9). In previous work. this dis- i en& of s a n i t q  landfills, undergound sewers or othe$ 
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,pipelines. basements (especially deep basements of corn-! 
! lnercial buildings). cemeteries. and deep-rooted vegeta-! 
",tion like old trees that die when groundu-ater levels rise; 
!too high. 

Vadose-Zone Wells 
Vadose-zone wells: also called dry wells or recharge 
shafts, are boreholes in the vadose zone. usually about 
10-50 m deep and about 1-2 m in diameter (Fig. 3). 
They are commonly used for infiltration and "disposal" 
of storm runoff in areas of relatively low rainfall that 
have no storm sewers or combined sewers. Dry wells 
normally are drilled into permeable formations in the 
vadose zone that can accept the runoff xyater at sufficient 
rates. Where groundwater is deep (for example, 100- 
300 m or more), dry wells are much cheaper than re- 
charge wells and. hence, it is tempting to use dry wells 
for groundwater recharge instead of aquifer wells. Such 
vadose-zone wells are similar to recharge pits or re- 
charge shafts. which also have been used for recharge of 
groundwater. To get adequate recharge, vadose-zone 
wells should penetrate permeable formations for a suffi- 
cient depth. On the other hand. where r e c o v q  wells 
pump the water from the aquifer. the pumped wells 
could also be used for recharge. so that vadose-zone 
wells might not be necessary (see section on "Acluifer 
Storage and Recovery LVells"). Also. where groundwater 
levels arc very deep and vadose mnes relatively dry. 
considerable \!olumes of water arc necdcd to wct the va- 
dose zone before water arrives at the aquifer. 

The main problc~n with vadose-zo~~e wclls is, of 
course; elogging of thc wall of thc well and the impossi- 
bility of remediating that clogging by pumping or rcde- 
veloping the vadose-zone well. because the well is in the 
vadosc zone and groundwater cannot flo\v into it the 
well and "backwash" the clogging material. Also. ener- 
gy-based cleaning techniques like surging and jetting 
cannot be used. because vadose-zone wells are filled 
with sand or gravel. Thus, clogging must be prevented or 
minimized. This goal is achieved by protecting the water 
in the well against slaking and sloughing of clay layers 
in the vadose zone that could make the water in the well 
muddy, causing clay to accumulate and form a clogging 
layer on the more permeable soil material, where most of 
the infiltration takes place. This slaking is minimized by 
filling the well with sand and using a perforated pipe or 
screen in the center to apply the water for recharge. Plac- 
ing plastic sheets or geotextiles in the well against the 
zones with clay layers can also be effectivc. Also, thc 
water must be treated before recharge to remove as many 
clogging agents as possible. including suspended solids. 
assimilable organic carbon. nutrients. and microorgan- 
isms. Disinfection to maintain a residual chlorine level is 
also helpful. If clogging still occurs (and long-term clog- 
ging is always a possibility). it is mostly due to bacterial 
cclls and organic metabolic products like polymers on 
the ~vall of the well. Thus. whereas such clogging cannot 
be remedied by pumping. cleaning. or redevelopment, a 
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\,:cry long drying period could result in sufficient biodeg- 
radation of the clogging material to restore the vadose- 
zone \veil for another episode of recharge, albeit at re- 
duced rates. 

Because recharge with aquifer wells or vadose-zone 
wells is much more expensive than with surface infiltra- 
tion systems; rigorous economic analyses are necessary 
to develop the best system. Factors to be considered in- 
clude the cost of vadose-zone wells compared with aqui- 
fer n-ells, their recharge capacities and the number of 
wells needed. their usefill lives. maintenance and/or re- 
placement costs. and the cost of necessary pretreatment 
of the water. Contaminated vadose zones usually pre- 
clude the use of vadose-zone wells. 

Recharge rates for vadose-zone wclls in uniform soil 
materials are calculated from Zangar's equation for 
reverse auger-hole flow (Bouwer 1978). For a typical 
vadose-zone well geometry. with groundwater levels 
significantly below the bottom of the well and a water 
depth in the well of at least fi17e well diameters, this 
equation can be simplified to: 

where Q is the recharge rate. K is the hydraulic conduc- 
ti\:ity of the soil mater~al. L , ,  is the water depth in the 
well, and I-, , ,  is the radius of the well (Fig. 3). L,, should 
be at least I0 r,, for the equation to be valid. The propcr 
value for K is difficult to assess, because the wetted zone 
is not always saturated and the streamlines have horizon- 
tal and vertical components. which complicates matters 
for anisotropic soils. Thc best Lvay to evaluate K for use 
in Eq. ( 1  3) is from test wells in the vadose zone. 

More research is necdcd on vadosc-zone recharge 
wells to develop an optimum design for well capacity. 
clogging control (including pretreatment and suptrdisin- 
fection). useful life, and minimum long-term cost of 
rcehargc pcr unit volume of u.ater. Superdisinfection 
consists of maintaining such a high residual disinfectant 
level in the recharge water that microbiological activity 
cannot occur in thc well itsclf but takes place farther 
away in the vadose zone or aquifer, where the disinfec- 
tant is dissipated and biological activity can occur. The 
expectation is that this activity would then be far enough 
away fionl the well so that it occurs over a large enough 
area to prevent development of a clogging zone. Instead. 
it could develop a biofilter zone, which could even im- 
prove the quality of the rechargc water going through it. 
More research is necessary to see if this approach is pos- 
sible and how it could be managed for optimum rechargc 
capacity and water-quality improvement. Ultimately, the 
usefulness of vadose-zone \veils or trenches depends 
on their useful lives and the cost of recharge per unit 
volume of water added to the aqu~fer. 

Seepage Trenches 
I 

Where permeable surface s o ~ l s  are not ava~lable but per- 
meable strata occur w~thin trenchable dcpth (about ; / 
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2-5 m, for example), drilled vadose-zone wells are prob- preferable as a biological clogging parameter, especially 
ably not necessary and seepage trenches (also called in- for higher organic carbon concentrations. BDOC is easi- 

; filtration trenches) are likely to be more cost-effective er to determine than AOC, because BDOC is based on 
(Fig. 3 ) .  The trenches are backfilled with coarse sand or degradation of organic carbon by passing the water 
fine gravel, water is applied to the surface of the backfill, through laboratorl; soil columns or in batch tests ivith 
and the trcnch is covered to keep out sunlight: animals, soil slurries. 
and people !Hantke 1983) and to make the trenehes "in- The PFI is determined by passing the recharge water 
visible" by giving them the same surface condition as the through colunms tilled with the appropriate aquifer ma- 
surrounding area. Clogging is reduced by use of geotex- terial. The flow rates pel- unit area through the columns 
tiles on or in the backfill to filter the water and by plac- are then maintained at much higher values than the infil- 
ing plastic sheets against clay zones in the trench to pre- tration rates per unit area of the aquifer around the well. 
vent sloughing of the clay and mud from entering the Thus, clogging occurs faster in the columns than in the 
trench. As with vadose-zone and aquifer wells? the water well, and the PFI serves as an early ivaming of clogging 
for seepage trenches must have a very low suspended-. to come for the recharge well so that preventive or reme- 
solids content. Using a simple conversion from radial dial action can be taken early. 
flow from a verticaI line source to parallel flow from a ' Experience has shown that MFI. AOC, and PFI are 
vertical plane source, the recharge rate for seepage i usefbl parameters for comparing relative clogging poten- 
trenehes is estimated to be about 20% of Q calculated j tials of various waters, but that they cannot be used to 

: with Eq. (13) for a vadose-zone well. This recharge rate i predict clogging and declines in injection rates for actual 
i then applies to a trench width and length section equal to i recharge wells, which also depend on well construction 

the diameter of the w-ell (i.e., 2r,,) and a treneh-water ' and aquifer char;tcteristics. Thus full-scale studies on rc- 
' 

depth equal to the water depth in the well. Thus. if a dry :charge test wells are still necessary to determine feasibil- 
i well I m in diameter. 10 mdeep, and filled with water to : ity and design and management criteria for operational 
i the top infiltrates 1,000 m3!day, a tranch 10 m deep, 1 m :recharge ivells. Practical aspects such as a varying flow 

wide. and full of water infiltrates about 200 m'iday per ' in the water-supply pipes to the ~.cchnrge project and as- 
1 meter length of trench. As with surface infiltration sys- f sociated possibility of fluctuating suspcnded-solids con- 
! terns. experimental vadose-zone wells or trenches should tents in the water also play a major role in well clogging. 

always be installed in new areas where there is no previ- The suspended-solids fluctuations can be caused by for- ! -. 
: ous experience with these systems. to see ho\\: they per- mation of biofilrns in the pipelines during periods of low i .- I 
, form and how they should be designed and managed (in- flow. and by crosion of the biofilrns during high flow. 
i'cluding pre-treatment of the water) for optimum perfor- Treatment of thc water at thc rechargc site to remove 
imance in a full-scale systcnl. 

I 
suspcndcd solids before ~vcll  injection might thon bo 
necessary. 

Increasing i~~jection pressures to ovacome clogging 
Wells effects is generally not successful and often actually has- 
To predict the clogging potential of thc water for well in- tens the clogging process by compressing the clogging 
jection, three main clogging parameters are identified layer i n  the same way as discussed in the section "Effect 
(Peters and Castell-Esner 1993): the membrane filtration of Water Depth on Infiltration." Even if the clogging 
index (MFI), the assimilable organic carbon content layer is not compressed by the higher in-iection prcssures 
(AOC), and the parallel filtcr index (PFI). These parame- and if injection rates are indeed increased. the higher in- 
ters can also be used for evaluating water for vadose- filtration rates in the well then increase production of 
zone wells and trenches. The .MFI describes the suspend- pore-clogging biomass, owing to higher loading rates of 
ed-solids content of the water in terms of the slope of the 
straight portion of a plot of timeivolume versus volume 
in a membrane filter test, using, for example. a 0.45-pm 
Millipore filter. Thus, the dimensions of the MFI are 
time/volume2. for example. s/I2. 

AOC is determined microbiologically by plating out 
and incubating a water sample for growth of bacteria of 
the type Ps~udon7onn.s~flz~or~.src.r1rc.. counting the baete- 
rial colonies, and expressing the results in terms of the 
carbon concentration of an acetate solution producing 
the same bacterial growth. AOC can be less than 1 % of 
dissolved organic earbon (DOC). AOC levels in the re- 
charge water should be below 10 11gl to a\:oid serious 

nutrients and organic carbon. They also increase physical 
clogging by higher loading rates of susponded solids. In- 
creased injection rates by increasing injection pressures 
often are relatively short lived. 

Aquifer Storage and Recovery (ASR) Wells 
A relatively new and rapidly-spreading practice in artifi- 
cial recharge is the use of ASR wells ( m e  1995), ivhich 
are a cornbination of recharge and pumped wells. They 
arc used for recharge when surplus water is available and 
for pumping when the water is needed. ASR wells typi- 
cally are used for seasonal storage of finished drinking 

clogging of the ~vell  if no chlorine isadded to the water. water with a residual chlorine lei%l in areas where water 
If a residual chlorine level is maintained before recharge. demands are much greater i n  summer than in winter, or 
higher AOC levels are probably tolerable. Rather than vice i:ersa. and tvhere surFxe storage of water is not pos- 
AOCI biodegradable organic carbon or BDOC is often sible or is too expensive. The u'inter siirplus is then 
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stored underground with ASR wells. which are pumped 
in summer (or vice versa) to augment production tiom 
the water-treatment plant. The only treatment of the wa- 
ter pumped from the wells is chlorination. ,4SR wells 
make it possible to design and operate water-treatment 
plants for mean daily demand. The use of ASR wells to 
store seasonal surplus water and meet seasonal peak de- 
mands is often cheaper than the use of treatment plant5 
and surface reservous with capacities based on peak de- 
mands without ASR wells. ASR wells are also used to 
store good-quality raw water supplies when they are in 
surplus and to pump them up to  the water treatment plant 
when a need exists for that water. This capability is of 
special importance in parts of Europe. Australia, and 
other countries where people demand groundwater but 
where groundwater levels are depleted in the summer 
and must be replenished in the winter when there is more 
streamflow. 

Role of Recharge in Water Reuse 

Planned water reuse is expected to become increasingly 
important, not only in water-short arcas where sewage 
effluent is an important water resource, but also where 
streams or other surface waters (including seawater at 
popular beaches) need to be protected (Bouwer 1993: 
2000a). Sewage treatment for planned water reuse is 
often cheaper than the treatment for discharge into sur- 
face water that is necessary to protect in-stream and 
downstream users of that water against unacceptable pol- 
lution. Planned water reuse requires treatment of the 
effluent so that it meets the quality requirements for the 
intended reuse. Because of treatment costs: economic 
feasibility. and aesthetics, the treated sewage effluent is 
usually used for non-potable purposes. such as agricul- 
tural and urban irrigation (golf courses, sports fields, rec- 
reational and decorative lakes). power-plant cooling. in- 
dustrial processing, constructionl dust control, tire pro- 
tection, toilet flushing (mostly in commercial buildings 
but also more and Inore in private homes), and amviron- 
mental purposes (wetlands, riparian habitats, perennial 
streams, wildlife refuges). Unplanned or incidental use 
of sewage effluent for drillking or public water supplies 
goes on all over the world as municipalities share the 
same river for drinking water and sewage disposal 
(Crook et al. 1999). 

Pkanned reuse for potable purposes is still rare but is 
expected to increase in the future (National Research 
Council 1994; McEwen and Richardson 1996; Crook et 
al. 1999). Water reuse and recycling also will probably 
be an important aspect of demand management in inte- 
grated water management (Bouw-er 2000a). Inclusion of 
a groundwater recharge and recovep cycle in the reuse 
process has several advantages. such as storage to absorb 
seasonal or longer-term differences between supply of 
effluent and demand for reclaimed water, quality irn- 
provement of the effluent water as it moves or filters 
through soils and aquifers (soil-aquifer treatment or  geo- 

purification): favorable economies. aesthetic benefits. 
and better public acceptance of water reuse. The latter is 
especially important for potable reuse. where the re- 
charge cycle breaks up the undesirable pipe-to-pipe or 
toilet-to-tap connection that has been the bane of several 
proposed potable-water reuse schemes (Crook et al. 
1999). Recharge and soil-aquifer treatment also make 
water reuse more acceptable in countries where a reli- 
gious taboo exists against the use of "unclean" water 
(lshaq and Khan 1997; Warner 2000). 

If the recharge is via basins or other surface infiltra- 
tion facilities, the sewage effluent is typically fust given 
primary and secondary treatment, and disinfection with 
chlorine (National Research Council 1994). Primary ef- 
fluent can also be used (Lance et al. 1980; Carlson et al. 
1982; Rice and Bouwer 1984), and some projects use 
tertiary effluent: where the sewage after secondary treat- 
ment is filtered through sand or other granular medium 
and then chlorinated or otherwise diskfected. Priman1 
treatment is a mechanical process that removes every- 
thing that floats or sinks. Secondary treatment is a bio- 
log~cal pr-ocess bvhere bactcl-ia degrade oganic  com- 
pounds In aerated tanks (activated sludge process) or 
trickling filters. Tertiary treatment cons~sts of sand fi ltra- 
tion and disinfection; and advanced treatment refers to 
all other treatment steps, such as lime precipitation; nitri- 
fication-denitrification: activated carbon filtration: and 
membrane filtration. such as reverse osmosis. 

Often, water-quality improvement is the main objec- 
tive of recharge &ith~sewage effluent. For this reason: 
the systems are usually no longer called recharge sys- 
tems, but soil-aquifer-treatment (SAT) systems or gcopu- 
rification systems (Bouwer and Rice 1984a). SAT typi- 
cally removes essentially all the suspended solids and 
micro-organisms (viruses, bacteria, protozoa like giardia 
and cryptosporidium, and helminth eggs). Nitrogen con- 
centrations are greatly reduced by denitr~fication and 
possibly also by the recently-discovered process of an- 
aerobic oxidation of ammonia (anammox; Van de  Graaf 
et al. 1995; Kuenen and Jettrn 2001). Dissolved organic 
carbon also is greatly reduced, typically from a range of 
10-20 to 2-5 mgl .  Most phosphates and metals are also 
rernoved from the water. especially in calcareous soils. 
but they accumulate in the underground environment 
(Bouwer and Rice 1984a). 

Recovery wells for pumping water after SAT fiom the 
aquifer can be located so that they punip 10O0/o re- 
claimed water (Fig. 15, top) and prevent the spread of rc- 
claimed water into the natural groundwater outside the 
portion of the aquifer dedicated to S.4T. Alternatively. 
the wells can be located to pump a mixture of reclaimed 
water and natural groundwater (Fig. 15. bottom). Water 
from wells such as shown in Fig. 15 is essentially patho- 
gen-free and, hence. can be used as such for essentially - 
all non-potable purposes: such as irrigation of lettuce and 
other crops consumed raw\.; parks, playgrounds. golf 
courses, fire protection, toilet flushing, etc. The main 
reason that this water cannot be used for dnnking as 
such is the presence of residual organic carbon, which 
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consists of a broad spectrum of mostly synthetic organic 
chemicals (E.J. Bouwer et al. 1984), some of which are 
carcinogenic or might have other adverse health effects. 
To protect the public health, California has set an upper 
limit of 1 mg'l for the total organic carbon (TOC) con- 
tent of the water after SAT that is due to the sewage 
effluent. This distinction is made because some natural 
groundwatcrs actually have natural TOC contents of 
more than 1 mg'l, due to hunlic and fulvic acids or other 
"natural" organic compounds. To keep the sewage- 
derived TOC in the well water from systems like those 

systems as in Fig. 15. Another solution is to use systems 
as in Fig. 15 (bottom) with enough blending with natural 
groundwater that enters the wells from the opposite side 
of the infiltration area or frorrl greater depth, to reduce 
thc sewage TOC in the well water by dilution to less 
than 1 mg'l. To achieve this, Califomia has developed 
guidelines for potable use of water fi-om wells in aquifers 
that are recharged with sewage eftlue~it~ as shonw 
in Table 1 .  These guidelines and the percentages of 
reclaimed water in the well water are based on TOC 
removal in the SAT system to keep the well-lvater TOC 

shown in Fig. 15 to less than 1 mgll, the effluent can be of sewage origin below 1 mgfl. ~ e s u l t s  fi-om hvo major 
treated by reverse osmosis or carbon filtration in the health-effects studies on morbidity and mortality in 
sewage treatment plant before groundwater recharge in populations receiving water from systems as in 

Fig. 15 (bottom) in their public water supply indicate no 
adverse health effects (Nellor et al. 1984; Sloss et al. 

PUMPED WELL 1996). An emerging concern is the possibility that the 
sewage-effluent TOC also includes pharmaceuticals and 
hormones or hormonally active compounds (endocrine 
disrupters) whose underground fate and health signifi- 
cance are currently poorly understood (Daughton and 
Jones-Lcpp 200 I). 

Another form of groundwater recharge with sewage 
effluent is the incidental recharge obtained where sew- 
age effluent is used for irrigation. Because thc treatment 
requirements for irrigation reuse are not as strict as for 
potable reuse: irrigation is likely to become an increas- 
ingly significant user of sewage effluent, especially in 
dry climates, where irrigation is essential for agricultur- 
al production and urban green areas (landscaping. recre- 
ational and athletic areas. private yards. etc.). For sus- 

I I I I .\\\\~\\\x\a\\\\\\~\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~\\\\\\\\~~\~ tainable in-igation, the salts and other chemicals in the 
irrioation water must not be allowed to accumulate in 

L. 

Fig. 15 Sections showing recharge and recovery SAT systems the rtwt zone of the crops or plants, but must be leached 
with infiltration areas (verfictrl ar.mws) in two parallel rows and 
line of wells midway in betwem and in center area sur- out of the root zone with natural rainfall as, for exam- 
rounded bv a circle of or in a lone s ~ - , ~  with wells on both pic. with the winter rains in Mediterranean-type cii- - .  
sides (hothnj) mates, or with extra irrigation water where natural rain 

Tabk 1 Proposed California guidelines for potable use of groundwater from aquifers recharged with sewage eflluent (adapted from 
Crook et at. 2000 and California State Department of Health Services 2000; see also Asano and Levine 1998) 

Contaminant type Type of recharge 

Surface spreading Subsurface injection 

Puthogenic microorguni.sms 
Secondary treatment 
Filtration 
Disinfection 
Retention time underground 
Horizontal separation 
Regulated confaminunf.~ 

SS130 m d l  
52 NTU 
4-log virus inactivation, 12.2 total colifom per 100 rnl 
6 months I2 months 
150m 600 m 
Meet all drinking wuter A4CLs 

Unreg~~la~ed  contaminmnts 
Secondary treatment BOD130 mdl ,  TOCS16 mg/l 
Reverse osmosis I 1  mg/l TOC of wastewater origin at 100% treatment to 

drinking-water well TOC51 mg/l/RWC 
Spreading criteria for SAT 50% TOC removal credit Depth to groundwater at initial percolation rate of: NA 

<0.5 cm/min=3 m, (-0.7 cm/min=6 m 
Mound monitoring option Demonstrate feasibility of the mound N A 

conlpliance point 
Reclaimed water contribution in well water (RWC) 550% 
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is insufficient. The amouut of extra irrigation water 
needed for leaching is controlled by the salts in the irri- 
gation water and the salt tolerance of the plants (Tanji 
1990). Typically, the leaching requirement is about 1090 
of the irrigation amount needed for crop consumptive 
use (evaporation from the soil plus transpiration from 
the plant. or  evapotranspiration. ET). This requirement 
corresponds to an irrigation efficiency of about 90°/0. 
meaning that of the water applied, 9096 is used for ET 
and 10"/L for leaching salts and other chen~icals out of 
the root zone. Such high irrigation efficiencies can be 
achiej~ed with sprinkler or  drip systems. Most agricul- 
tural irrigation systems use flooding methods like bor- 
ders or furrows. which have lower irrigation efficien- 
cies, often about 50-8090. This method leaves sufficient 
water for Icaching and maintaining salt and chemical 
balances in the root zone. Imgation efficiencies of 
100% theoretically would only be sustainable without 
rainfall if distilled water were used for irrigation. 

At an irrigation efficiency of 80°;0. chemicals brought 
in with the irrigation water are leached out with 20% of 
the irrigation water. Thus, concentrations of salts and 
othcr chemicals not taken up by the plants or biode- 
graded or immobilized in the soil profile arc five times 
highcr in the lcachate than in the irrigation watcr. This 
leachate. also called drainage or deep percolation water. 
then moves down to the groundwater, where in the long 
term it  is likely to cause serious quality degradations 
(Rouwcr 2000b; Lcinly 1993). For example. assume that 
a 6-month surnnler crop in a warm, dry climate needs 
1 m \later for ET. At an irrigation efficiency of SOO1b. thc 
irrigation amount thus inust be 1.25 m for the growing 
season. of which 0.25 m leaches through thc root zone 
and moves to underlying groundwater. Assuming a 
water content of 15% in the vadose zone. the actual 
downward velocity of thc watcr is about 0.25!0.15- 
1.7 m per 6 months (assuming no movement in the rest 
of the year). Thus. if the groundwater is at a depth of 
30 m, it would take thc watcr about 3W0.85-35 years to 
move to the groundwater. Assuming a fillablc porosity 
of 10°/o and vertical stacking of the deep percolation 
watcr above the groundwater, this deep percolation 
watcr adds a layer of 2.5 m per ycar of low-quality 
watcr to thc aquifer. If the irrigation water has a salt 
content of 500 mg'l: the deep percolation water would 
have a salt content of 2.500 mgi'l. Significant rainfall 
would, of course, reduce this figure. which assumes no 
deep percolation from rainfall. If sewage effluent is 
used for irrigation. other chemicals in the leachate might 
includc disinfection bq~roducts;  natural and synthctic 
organic compounds like pharmaceuticals, hormones. 
and others (Lim et al. 2000); nitrate: and humic and 
fulvic acids that were already in the sewage effluent, 
plus those that were formed by decaying plant materials. 
These humic and fulvic acids could then form disinfec- 
tion byproducts when the groundn-ater is pumped up 
again and chlorinated for drinking. Eventually. mem- 
brane filtration like rejrerse osmosis might have to be 
used to lower the salt concentrations in the upper 

groundwater to drinking-water levels. Membrane filtra- 
tion bvould also remove other contaminants like nitrate. 
pharmaceuticals, and other synthetic organic com- 
pounds. 

Because of this incidental recharge, irrigation with 
sewage effluent thus causes worse contamination of 
aquifers in the long run than artificial recharge with 
sewage effluent. In the latter case. hydraulic loading 
rates are much higher than evaporation rates and. hence, 
essentially no increases in chemical concentrations occur 
in the water moving down to the groundwater. Where 
land above potable aquifers is i~ngated with sewage 
effluent, water and salt balances should be evaluated 
to predict possible long-term groundwater impacts. 
Groundwater monitoring might be necessary to see what 
actual effects such irrigation will have on underlying 
groundwater to determine what should be done to avoid 
or minimize adverse effects. 

Conclusions 

Artificial recharge of groundwater is expected to in- 
crease ~vorldwide as populations rise. Factors affecting 
the availability of water resources include increasing de- 
mands for water while water rcsourccs remain fmite; po- 
tential climate changes; lack of availability of good dam 
sites for surface storagc; and increasing difficulty of 
building dams because of social, envir~nmcntal~ costs. 
and other ob-jections. Also, dams are not effective for 
long-term storagc of water because of evaporation loss- 
cs. Artificial recharge, rcsulting in conju~lctive usc of 
surface water and groundwater and long-term under- 
ground storage or water banking. is prcferrcd wherc pos- 
sible. Artificial recharge also plays an impo~tamt role in 
watcr reusc, because it gives quality benefits (soil-aqui- 
fur h-ratment) and storage opportunities to absorb sca- 
sonal differences between supply and demand for rc- 
claimed sewagc effluent. Where sewagc cffluent is used 
for potable purposes, recharge and recovery breaks the 
objectionable toilet-to-tap connection of water reuse and 
enables blending with natural groundwater. This enhanc- 
es the acstheties and public acceptance of potable-water 
reuse. Watcr reuse and storage of surplus watcr for use in 
times of water shortage also must be increasingly relied 
upon to cope with future uncertainties in climates and 
their effect on surfacc and groundwatcr supplies. 

Design and management of artificial recharge systems 
1 .  ; ~nvolves geological. geochemical. hydrological. biologi- 
'cal, and engineering aspects. Bccause soils and under- 
! .- nround formations are inherently heterogeneous, plan- 
i ning. design, and const~vetion of groundwater recharge 
!schemes must bc piecemeal. first testing for fatal flaws 
!and general feasibility and then proceeding with pilot 
and small-scale systems until the complete sjzstem can be 
designed and constructed. This approach is especially 
valid for large systcms, where scale effects arc usually 
v e v  significant and large amounts of money are corn- 
rnonly involh-ed. 
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